
 

June 11, 2021 

Counterfeit  Notice 

Please be aware of counterfeit products on the market. 

Ensure your safety by strictly purchasing from authorized sources. 

 

The high value and popularity of MIRAILAB BIOSCIENCE products has led to sophisticated cases of 
counterfeit products closely resembling authentic products such as NMN Pure 9000 Plus. 

While we are pursuing all means to prosecute counterfeiters, we ask that our customers be appropriately 
vigilant in two simple ways: 

1) Purchase products only through authorized dealers! 

● In Japan 

BIO NPP Co., Ltd. - https://bio-npp.co.jp/ 

● In China 

Mirai Lab Bioscience Limited -  Details in Chinese 
Phone: 4008808810 (Mainland China only) 
Email: info@shinkowa.hk 

Our Chinese distributor also authorizes additional outlets, which should be confirmed 
through them. 

2) Check for stickers of authenticity. 

Round stickers as pictured below have been affixed to all Mirailab Bioscience products since 
July, 2020. Rectangular stickers as pictured below have been affixed to products since April, 
2021.  

Since July, 202 Since April, 2021 
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In China only, the following sticker is affixed through our authorized agency, Mirai Lab 
Bioscience Limited 

 

 
 

RISK 

As described on the website of the National Consumer Affairs Center of Japan (in Japanese), counterfeit 
products may harm your health in the case of health foods and medicines. 

There is absolutely no guarantee of consistency between ingredients listed on the package and what is 
actually in a potentially counterfeit package. 

For this reason it is extremely important that you only purchase products through the authorized 
channels described above. 

If any product you have is inconsistent with the authenticity described above, please cease 
consumption immediately. 

We apologize for the inconvenience, but we are not responsible for any disadvantages, damages, or 
damages caused by purchasing a counterfeit product. We appreciate your understanding, and especially 
your vigilance, in advance. 

 

MIRAILAB BIOSCIENCE Inc. 

 

 

http://www.kokusen.go.jp/news/data/n-20141016_1.html

